Laconia High School's
English Department's
SUMMER READING RECOMMENDATIONS!

“A blind French girl and a German boy cross paths in occupied France, as both try to survive the devastation of World War II…”

“Brothers vie for their dying father’s inheritance amid a whirlwind of tension…”

“The observant “wallflower” Charlie charts a course through the strange world between adolescence and adulthood…”

“Mattie Ross, who is just fourteen years of age, leaves home to avenge her father’s death. With one-eyed Rooster Cogburn by her side, she travels into Indian Territory…”

“Seconds before the Earth is demolished to make way for a galactic freeway, Arthur Dent is plucked off the planet…”

“Jon Krakauer summited Mt. Everest in May of 1996…”

“Lenore’s great-grandmother and several cronies disappear from their nursing home, and the search for them leads across the Great Ohio Desert (GOD)…”

“Milkman Dead was born shortly after a neighborhood eccentric hurled himself off a rooftop in a vain attempt at flight, and for the rest of his life he, too, will be trying to fly…”

“Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable life. But his contentment is disturbed when the wizard Gandalf arrives…”

“Charly, a man with mental limitations, receives an operation that turns him into a genius…”

“Bilbo Baggins is a hobbit who enjoys a comfortable life. But his contentment is disturbed when the wizard Gandalf arrives…”

“Flowers for Algernon”